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CRYSTAL TIPS & CURES: 101 crystals 
for health, harmony, and happiness, 
Permutt. Explore the dynamic world 
of crystal power with this illustrated 
guide to 101 stones; arranged for easy-ID 
in 12 sections coded by color; learn 
healing aspects, star sign, chakra points 
and more. Hard cover. (5 x 6”), 160 pgs., 
ISBN 9781800650817, $14.95 [TIPS & CURES]

THE CRYSTAL GUIDE: Identification, 
Purpose, Powers and Values, Polk. A 
unique guide and reference that combines 
geologic knowledge and valuation, along 
with the metaphysical qualities of each 
specimen. 256 pgs., ISBN 9781440247187, 
$19.99 [POLK CRYS GDE]

CRYSTAL BASICS POCKET 
ENCYCLOPEDIA: The Energetic, 
Healing & Spiritual Power of 450 
Gemstones, Pearson. This pocket guide 
to 450 gemstones is a concise and 
inspiring guide that breaks down each 
stone into its physical, psychological 
and spiritual properties and uses; easy 
to ID color photo for each specimen 
covered; glossary. (4.5 x 5.5”), 288 pgs., 
ISBN 9781644115039, $19.99 [CBPEARSON]

CRYSTAL MUSE: Everyday Rituals to 
Tune in to the Real You, Askinosie and 
Jandro. Innovative book incorporates 
ritual practice with the healing and trans-
formative energies of crystals, smudging, 
elixirs and more; each chapter focuses on 
specific rituals for a range of purposes, 
from the physical to the spiritual; fully 
indexed with glossary. (7.5 x 9”), 285 pgs., 
ISBN 9781401954109, $24.99 [CRYS MUSE2]

THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO CRYSTALS, 
MINERALS AND 
STONES, Lembo. A 
practical reference 
that features 160 
stones you can use 
to improve your life 
on all levels; includes 
190 full-color 
photos of specimens 
commonly found 
in metaphysical 
stores. 456 pgs., 
ISBN 9780738732527, 
$24.99 [ESSTL 
CRYSTAL]

Earth Energies & Metaphysics

CRYSTALS FOR BEGINNERS: The Guide 
to Get Started with the Healing Power of 
Crystals, Frazier. This beginner’s guide is 
an exceptionally popular introduction and 
strong contender for our top 10 sellers this 
year! Full color photos, great price and 
simple guidance make this an easy-to-
use overview. 206 pgs., ISBN 9781623159917, 
$14.99 [CRYS BEGINNER]

CRYSTALS FOR ENERGY HEALING: 
A Practical Sourcebook, Leavy. 
Highlighting 100 essential crystals for 
their unique energy healing properties, 
this easy-to-follow guide makes a great 
introduction and includes an excellent 
selection of techniques and applications. 
(6.5 x 9.5”) 192 pgs., ISBN 9781592339624, 
$19.99 [CRYS FOR NRGY]

THE CRYSTAL HEALER: Crystal 
Prescriptions That Will Change 
Your Life Forever, Permutt. Practical 
and engagingly formatted, hands-on 
guide with crystal remedies for more 
than 250 common ailments. 144 pgs., 
ISBN 9781904991632, $19.95 [CRYS HEALER]

THE CRYSTAL HEALER, VOLUME 2: 
Harness the Power of Crystal Energy, 
Permutt. This latest update includes 
250 new crystals arranged by color, with 
clear photos & descriptions…all in the 
same easy-to-use format that made the 
first volume of this work so popular. (7.5 
x 9.25”), 160 pgs., ISBN 9781782496540, 
$21.99 [CRYS HEALER 2]

CRYSTAL POWER, 
CRYSTAL HEALING, 
Gienger. Examines the 
basic principles behind 
the practice of crystal 
healing. Provides the key 
to unlocking the powerful 
healing properties of more 
than 120 crystals. 448 
pgs., ISBN 9781788402088, 
$24.99 [GIENGER]

HEALING CRYSTALS: The A-Z 
Guide to 555 Gemstones, Gienger. 
Popular guide and compendium that 
fits neatly in a pocket or purse; 555 
crystals and gemstones are alphabet-
ized with a color photo and a brief 
description of each stone’s healing 
properties. A fabulous value! 128 pgs., 
ISBN 9781844096473, $9.95 [HEALING CRYS]

CRYSTALS, Harding. Comprehensive 
guide to crystals and color healing 
profiles over 100 of the earth’s 
minerals and displays them in a 
spectrum of 20 color bands. 320 pgs., 
ISBN 9780785833987, $14.99 [HARDING]

TWELVE ESSENTIAL HEALING 
CRYSTALS: Your First Aid Manual 
for Preventing and Treating Common 
Ailments from Allergies to Toothache, 
Gienger. A handy, pocket pharmacy 
that focuses on 12 stones that cover a 
wide range of applications, from aller-
gies to toothaches; a quick and simple 
guide to gemstone healing. 62 pgs., 
ISBN 9781844096428, $9.95 [12 HEAL CRYS]

THE LITTLE POCKET BOOK OF 
CRYSTAL HEALING, Permutt. Includes 
everything you need to know about 
the properties of crystals and how 
to harness their healing potential; 
includes info on 250 different crys-
tals. 208 pgs., ISBN 9781782494706, 
$14.95 [PKT CRYS HEAL]

CRYSTALS FOR 
BEGINNERS: A Guide 
for Enhancing Your 
Health, Intuition 
& Creativity Using 
Crystals and Stones, 
Kenner. Learn the 
basics of crystal 
energy. Alphabetical 
guide to crystals and 
their uses. 244 pgs., 
ISBN 9780738707556, 
$14.99 [CRYSTAL BEGIN]
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THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CRYSTALS. 
Ever popular and comprehensive, large-
scale book now covers more than 450 
healing crystals, including 50 new 
stones; organized by color for easy refer-
ence and with a comprehensive index. 
(8.75 x 11”) 288 pgs., ISBN 9781592335824, 
$26.99 [ENCY CRYSTALS]

101 POWER 
CRYSTALS: The 
Ultimate Guide to 
Magical Crystals, 
Gems, and Stones 
for Healing and 
Transformation. 
Best-selling author, 
Judy Hall, presents 
her favorite 101 
crystals with each 
crystal’s specific 
power highlighted. 
Each entry covers the 
history, mythology 
and symbolism of 
the stone in addi-

tion to its healing properties. 224 pgs., 
ISBN 9781592334902, $22.99 [101 POWER]

CRYSTAL HEALING. This compact 
guide to gemstone energies is an ideal 
overview to the topic. All the basics 
are covered, along with useful charts, 
color photos and stone glossary. Hard 
cover. 128 pgs., ISBN 9781841812601, 
$12.99 [HALL HEALING]

CRYSTAL MINDFULNESS: Still Your 
Mind, Calm Your Thoughts and Focus 
Your Awareness with the Help of 
Crystals. Highlighting mindfulness 
practice, this is a compact and easy-to-
follow guide to 24 crystal energies. 96 pgs., 
ISBN 9781780289731, $12.95 [CRYS MINDFUL]

CRYSTALS FOR ENERGY PROTECTION. 
Feeling like your energy is constantly 
depleted, your relationships are toxic 
and draining, and you don’t know how 
to set clear boundaries? To protect 
ourselves from these energetic attacks, 
best-selling author Judy Hall teaches 
us to use crystals to heal, protect, and 
strengthen our energy shield. 360 pgs., 
ISBN 9781788173599, $18.99 [PROTECTION]

THE LITTLE BOOK OF CRYSTALS: 
Crystals to Attract Love, Wellbeing, 
and Spiritual Harmony Into Your Life. 
This concise beginner’s guide focuses 
on 15 key crystals and their unique life 
enhancing properties; all the basics 
are covered, from choosing, using 
cleansing and programming. 96 pgs., 
ISBN 9781856753616, $9.99 [LITTLEBK CRYS]

THE CRYSTAL ZODIAC: Use Birthstones 
to Enhance Your Life. Learn which 
zodiac crystals align with your indi-
viduality; includes sun, moon and ascen-
dant sign correspondences. 144 pgs., 
ISBN 9781841814742, $16.99 [ZODIAC]

CRYSTAL SKULLS: Ancient Tools for 
Peace, Knowledge, and Enlightenment 
Hall. Learn about crystal skulls: 
what they are, where they are 
found, their role in legend and lore 
and uses for physical and psychic 
healing. 224 pgs., ISBN 9781578635948, 
$16.95 [SKULLS TOOLS]

THE CRYSTAL SEER: 
Power Crystals for 
Magic, Meditation, 
and Ritual. An essen-
tial volume for using 
crystals in divina-
tion and ritual; over 
70 stone energies are 
elegantly pictured & 
subcategorized by 
their power to: heal, 
transform & realize. 
(5 x 8”), Hardcover, 176 
pgs., ISBN 9781592338221, 

$19.99 [CRYSTAL SEER]

THE CRYSTAL BIBLE: A Definitive Guide 
to Crystals. BEST SELLER! This beauti-
fully photographed, complete identifica-
tion guide is a one-of-a-kind reference to 
the physical, mental, emotional, psycho-
logical, and spiritual healing effects of 
crystals and gems. Over 200 different 
crystals and gems are listed, along with 
their unique shapes and uses. 400 pgs., 
ISBN 9781582972404, $21.99 [CRYS BIBLE]

THE CRYSTAL BIBLE 2. The second 
volume of the bestselling The Crystal 
Bible covers over 200 additional crys-
tals. 400 pgs., ISBN 9781582977010, 
$21.99 [CRYS BIBLE 2]

CRYSTAL BIBLE 3. The 3rd volume of the 
series includes 250+ new generation, high-
vibration stones for healing and spiritual 
transformation; includes rare minerals, 
new material on crystal skulls, and 
how to work with new chakras. 400 pgs., 
ISBN 9781599636993, $21.99 [CRYS BIBLE 3]

COMPLETE CRYSTAL WORKSHOP. 
New Edition An interactive, prac-
tical learning program and guide to 
crystal lore and healing; includes 
exercises, space for journaling and 
meditation CD. (5.5 x 6.5”) 256 pgs., 
ISBN 9781841814971, $16.99 [CRYSWORK NE]

CRYSTALS AND SACRED SITES: Use 
Crystals to Access the Power of Sacred 
Landscapes for Personal and Planetary 
Transformation. This beautiful, large 
format book explores power centers 
such as Giza and Machu Pichu, showing 
readers how to tap into the healing ener-
gies of sacred sites. (8.5 x 11”) 192 pgs., 
ISBN 9781592335220, $26.99 [CRYS SITES]

JUDY HALL CRYSTAL TITLESJUDY HALL CRYSTAL TITLES

= New or Added Titles
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ILLUSTRATED CRYSTALLARY, Toll. A 
popular new crystal guide that stands 
out from the crowd with its iridescent 
cover art and its whimsical, creative 
illustrations/descriptions of 36 magical 
gems and minerals; 36 beautiful oracle 
cards also included, tucked in book’s end 
page pouch. (6 x 8”), Hardcover, 304 pgs., 
ISBN 9781635862225, $19.95 [CRYSTALLARY]

THE PRACTICAL GUIDE TO CRYSTAL 
HEALING: Harnessing the Power of 
Gemstones to Enhance Health and 
Wellbeing, Lilly and Lilly. Popular authors 
and teachers at the Institute of Crystal 
and Gem Therapists (IGGT), provide an 
innovative window into their many healing 
modalities for over 140 gems and crystals; 
fully indexed, with glossary and crystal 
directory. 160 pgs., ISBN 9781786780966, 
$18.95 [PRACT CRYSTAL]

THE CRYSTAL CODE: Balance Your 
Energy, Transform Your Life, Driessen. 
Learn all about the positive energetic 
and ritual uses of stones, as well as the 
personal healing journey of author/
personal development coach, Tamara 
Driessen, who breaks it all down in 
this “modern” millennial gen guide to 
crystal healing. Hard cover, 270 pgs., 
ISBN 9780525622208, $22.00 [CRYS CODE]

THE HEALING CRYSTALS FIRST 
AID MANUAL: A Practical A to Z 
of Common Ailments and Illnesses 
and How They Can Be Best Treated 
with Crystal Therapy, Gienger. 
Lists more than 100 medical condi-
tions and the corresponding healing 
gemstone(s); comprehensive appendix, 
guide to assembling home crystal kits, 
and bibliography included. 320 pgs., 
ISBN 9781844090846, $28.95 [FIRST AID] 

CRYSTAL AND 
STONE MASSAGE: 
Energy Healing 
for the Vital and 
Subtle Bodies, 
Gienger. Explains 
and demonstrates 
massage techniques 
for crystals, using 
color photos and 
illustrations. 160 pgs., 
ISBN 9781620554111, 
$16.95 
[CRYSSTONEMASS]

CASSANDRA EASON’S HEALING 
CRYSTALS: The Ultimate Guide to 
Over 120 Crystals and Gemstones, 
Eason. Classic guide to over 120 
crystals to support your healing, 
awareness and manifestation; orga-
nized by gemstone color. (7 x 8”), 
Hardcover, 160 pgs., ISBN 9781911163688, 
$16.95 [EASON HEALING]

CHANGE YOUR ENERGY: Healing 
Crystals for Health, Wealth, Love & 
Luck, Mitchell. A fresh take on healing 
with crystals. Starts with the basics, and 
quickly teaches six different methods 
for working with the stones. Includes 
layouts. 242 pgs., ISBN 9781454919322, 
$14.95 [CHANGE ENERGY]

CRYSTAL HEALING FOR ANIMALS, 
Scott & Mariani. Discover how the healing 
power of crystals can be used to enhance 
the well-being of your pets. 142 pgs., 
ISBN 9781899171248, $14.95 [CRYS ANIMALS]

HEALING STONES FOR THE VITAL 
ORGANS: 83 Crystals with Traditional 
Chinese Medicine, Gienger and 
Maier. Examines the Chinese medi-
cine-based 12 organ system and the 
gemstones best suited for addressing 
physical and spiritual health. 160 pgs., 
ISBN 9781594772757, $16.95 [VITAL ORGANS]

GEMSTONES A TO Z: A Handy Reference 
to Healing Crystals, 
Stein. A quick reference 
to 550 gemstones and 
crystals, their healing 
properties and most 
helpful applications. 
Each listing includes the 
stone’s common name, 
its corresponding color, 
chakra and its healing 
properties. 288 pgs., 
ISBN 9781580911870, 
$16.99 [GEM A TO Z]

CRYSTALLIZE: The Modern Guide to 
Crystal Healing, Van Doren. Over 50 
high-vibration crystals and minerals are 
handpicked, showcased and explained 
by popular author, opera singer and 
sound healer, Yulia; up-level every 
aspect of your life, align and activate 
your chakras and get fresh energy 
flowing! Hard cover (6.5 x 7”). 148 pgs., 
ISBN 9781787134522, $14.99 [CRYSALLIZE]

CRYSTAL365: Crystals for Everyday 
Life and Your Guide to Health, Wealth, 
and Balance, Askinosie. Connect and 
engage w/52 specifically chosen crystals, 
working through corresponding affirma-
tions for health, wealth and balance. 
This accessible book is a beautifully 
formatted, photographed and straight-
forward guide to self-transformation. 
(6 x 9”), 368 pgs., ISBN 9781401971847, 
$24.99 [CRYSTAL365 PB]

CRYSTAL HEALING & SACRED 
PLEASURE: Awaken Your Sensual 
Energy Using Crystals and Healing 
Rituals, One Chakra at a Time, Guccia. 
Combining crystals & chakra work with 
a body positive focus on the sensual 
side, this evocatively presented & photo-
graphed large format book will appeal 
to readers interested in greater well-
being, as well as enhanced physical 
& spiritual intimacy. Hardcover, (8.5 
x 9.75”), 216 pgs., ISBN 9781592338184, 
$29.99 [CRYS PLEASURE]

ANIMAL TOTEMS AND THE GEMSTONE 
KINGDOM: Spiritual Connections of 
Crystal Vibrations and Animal Medicine, 
Lembo. Combines animal teachings 
with gemstone wisdom; 88 animal/
crystal combinations focus on health, 
healing, divination and spiritual advance-
ment. 224 pgs., ISBN 9781844097425, 
$19.99 [ANIMAL TOTEM]

Earth Energies & Metaphysics
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CRYSTAL PROTECTION FROM 5G 
& EMF POLLUTION, Newerla. Learn 
what the new 5G technology is all 
about, what electromagnetic pollution 
is, which devices emit it, how it affects 
us and how to reduce exposure with 
the use of crystals. (4.5 x 6”), 80 pgs., 
ISBN 9781644111437, $9.99 [CRYS PROTECT]

PURIFYING CRYSTALS: How to Clear, 
Charge and Purify Your Healing 
Crystals, Gienger. A photo-filled 
guide to the foundational impor-
tance of crystal purification. 62 pgs., 
ISBN 9781844091478, $9.95 [PURIFYING]

GEM WATER: How to Prepare and 
Use Over 130 Crystal Waters for 
Therapeutic Treatments, Goebel & 
Gienger. Learn how to create gemstone 
elixirs and to work with more than 100 
crystals in 34 special mixtures. 96 pgs., 
ISBN 9781844091317, $11.95 [GEM WATER]

HOT STONE & GEM 
MASSAGE, Fleck and 
Jochum. This book 
integrates 2 types 
of stone-enhanced 
therapy, with clear 
explanations to 
enhance the benefits 
of hot stone massage 
with gemstone chakra 
treatments. 150 pgs., 
ISBN 9781594772467, 
$16.95 [HOT STONE]

THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO CRYSTALS: 
All the Crystals You Will Ever Need for 
Health, Healing, and Happiness, Lilly & 
Lilly. A user’s guide filled with color photo-
graphs, covering the magical and healing 
properties of over 100 crystals– with 
detailed profiles linking each crystal to 
key qualities. 288 pgs., ISBN 9781844839148, 
$16.95 [ESSEN CRYSTAL]

GEMSTONE REFLEXOLOGY, Kircher. 
Combines the healing energy of crystals 
with reflexology and acupressure to offer 
a holistic approach to self-healing ener-
gies. Fully illustrated and indexed. 107 pgs., 
ISBN 9781594771217, $16.95 [REFLEXOLOGY]

CRYSTAL BLISS: Attract Love, Feed Your 
Spirit, Manifest Your Dreams, Brown. 
This compendium of crystal healing 
knowledge and guidance by radio and tele-
vision personality, Devi Brown, is designed 
to kick start your self-discovery journey 
and get you on the road to manifesting 
your dreams. 256 pgs., ISBN 9781721400140, 

$14.99 [CRYSTAL BLISS]

CRYSTAL PRESCRIPTIONS SERIES. 
Hall. Expanding on her popular Crystal 
Prescriptions book, Judy Hall has intro-
duced a new generation of healing stones 
and explored the effects of electromagnetic 
field pollution and geopathic stress. All 
volumes include the author’s accessible 
text, practical applications, and clear 
color photographs of the stones. (5 x 7”)

CRYSTAL PRESCRIPTIONS: 
The A-Z Guide to Over 1,200 
Symptoms and Their Healing 
Crystals, 170 pgs., ISBN 9781905047406, 
$15.95 [PRESCRIPTION]

CRYSTAL PRESCRIPTIONS VOLUME 2: 
The A–Z Guide to Over 1,250 Conditions 
and Their New Generation Healing 
Crystals, 170 pgs., ISBN 9781782795605, 
$14.95 [PRESCRIPTION2]

CRYSTAL PRESCRIPTIONS VOLUME 
3: Crystal Solutions to Electromagnetic 
Pollution and Geopathic Stress. An 
A–Z Guide, 271 pgs., ISBN 9781782797913, 
$14.95 [PRESCRIPTION3]

CRYSTAL PRESCRIPTIONS VOLUME 
4: The A–Z Guide to Chakra Balancing 
Crystals and Kundalini Activation 
Stones, 334 pgs., ISBN 9781785350535, 
$17.95 [PRESCRIPTION4] 

CRYSTAL PRESCRIPTIONS VOLUME 
5: Space Clearing, Feng Shui 
and Psychic Protection, An A–Z 
Guide, 366 pgs., ISBN 9781785354571, 
$19.95 [PRESCRIPTION5]

CRYSTAL PRESCRIPTIONS 
VOLUME 6: Crystals for Ancestral 
Clearing, Soul Retrieval, Spirit 
Release and Karmic Healing, An A–Z 
Guide, 408 pgs., ISBN 9781785354557, 
$19.95 [PRESCRIPTION6]

CRYSTAL PRESCRIPTIONS VOLUME 
7: The A–Z Guide to Creating Crystal 
Essences for Abundant Well-Being, 
Environmental Healing and Astral–
Magic, 344 pgs., ISBN 9781789040524, 
$23.95 [PRESCRIPTION7]

CRYSTAL PRESCRIPTIONS VOLUME 
8: Crystals for Prosperity and A–Z 
Guide, 296 pgs., ISBN 9781789042405, 
$20.95 [PRESCRIPTION8]

THE COMPLETE CRYSTAL HANDBOOK: 
Your Guide to More Than 500 Crystals, 
Eason. Discover the uses of 500 crystals: 
healing properties, divination, cleansing, 
zodiac associations and more; includes 
fossils and other non-crystal specimen 
listings. 400 pgs., ISBN 9781402778711, 
$19.99 [CRYSTAL HDBK]

MODERN GUIDE TO CRYSTAL 
HEALING, Permutt. Over 400 different 
crystals and gems are covered with 
sections on preparing, techniques for 
working with, identifying, as well as 
specific remedies for a range of body, 
mind and spiritual uses; color-coded 
pages, photos of each specimen and 
index of terms make this another 
excellent guide for beginners and 
seasoned practitioners alike. 176 pgs., 
ISBN 9781800650091, $19.99 [MODERN]

CRYSTAL GIFTS: How to Choose 
the Perfect Crystal for Over 20 
Occasions, Gienger. Fully illustrated 
with color photographs suggesting 
the appropriate stone for each occa-
sion and revealing its message. 96 pgs., 
ISBN 9781844096657, $9.95 [CRYS GIFTS]

POCKET GUIDE 
TO CRYSTALS & 
GEMSTONES, Knight. 
Learn the basic energy 
aspects of over 50 crys-
tals and gemstones. 
Instructions on choosing 
and caring for crys-
tals, plus cleansing and 
charging them. 96 pgs., 
ISBN 9780895949479, 

$7.99 [POCKET CRYS]
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THE BOOK OF STONES: Who They Are 
& What They Teach, Simmons & Ahsian. 
This comprehensive volume takes you 
deep into the world of crystals, with nearly 
400 stone varieties. Includes vivid color 
photographs and essays on each stone, 
written in a clear, easy-to-understand 
style that helps you enjoy the beauty and 
benefits of the mineral realm. 560 pgs., 
ISBN 9781644113851, $29.99 [BOOK STONES]

THE POCKET BOOK OF STONES: 
Who They Are & What They Teach, 
Simmons. Includes 47 stones not in 
the original edition, and an updated 
index of physical, emotional, and 
spiritual correspondences. 416 pgs., 
ISBN 9781644113837, $14.99 [PKT STONES]

LIBRO DE BOLSHILLO DE PIEDRAS: 
Quiénes Son Y Qué nos Ensañan Para 
La Salud, Felicidad Y Prosperidad, 
Simmons. Robert Simons’ popular 
Pocket Book of Stones is now avail-
able in Spanish! (4.5 x 5”), 416 pgs., 
ISBN 9781644117958, $19.99 [LIBROSTONES]

THE ALCHEMY OF STONES, Simmons. 
Best-selling author, Robert Simmons, 
has produced an illustrated directory 
and metaphysical guide to stones viewed 
through the ancient lens of alchemy; 375 
different minerals, crystals and gemstones 
are explored for personal development 
and global transformation; fully indexed. 
(7 x 11”) 496 pgs., ISBN 9781644113097, 
$29.99 [ALCHEMYSTONES]

HEALING WITH FLOWER AND 
GEMSTONE ESSENCES, Stein. 
Comprehensive guide to the use of flower 
and gemstone essences. Explains how to 
choose the right essence; discover how to 
use specific flowers, and how to enhance 
their action by using gemstones. 160 pgs., 
ISBN 9780940676992, $10.95 [HEAL FLOWER]

LEMURIAN SEEDS: Hope for Humanity, 
Kaehr. Author Shelley Kaehr relates 
her experiences and insights with the 
little-written-about Lemurian Seed 
crystals; learn to identify, understand 
and use these unique instruments 
of healing and knowledge. 102 pgs., 
ISBN 9780977755608, $14.95 [LEMURIAN]

THE BOOK OF MOLDAVITE: Starborn 
Stone of Transformation, Simmons. 
Explore the magical properties, history 
and uses of this unique gemstone, clas-
sified scientifically as tektites, formed 
by the impact of a huge meteorite on 
earth over 14 million years ago; full-color 
photos, illustrations. (7 x 11”), 242 pgs., 
ISBN 9781644119129, $26.00 [BKMOLD]

QUARTZ CRYSTALS: A Guide to 
Identifying Quartz Crystals and 
Their Healing Properties, Silveira. 
Illustrates the differences between 
varieties of quartz points: from Double 
Terminated to Transmitters and 
Phantoms, the beauty and diversity of 
the quartz family is revealed. 80 pgs., 
ISBN 9781844091485, $17.95 [QUARTZ]

STONES OF 
THE NEW 
CONSCIOUSNESS: 
Healing, Awakening 
& Co-creating with 
Crystals, Minerals 
& Gems, Simmons. 
Contains in-depth 
information on 62 
stones; informs on 
healing, crystal 
meditations, stone 
elixirs, crystal tools 
and jewelry. 300 pgs., 
ISBN 9781644113844, 
$19.99 [STONES NEW]

EDGAR CAYCE ON THE POWER OF 
COLOR, STONES, AND CRYSTALS, 
Campbell and Cayce. Explore Cayce’s 
famous readings to gain insight on the 
capacities of gemstones, colors, and the 
ancient beliefs surrounding them. 208 pgs., 
ISBN 9780446349826, $8.00 [EDGAR CAYCE]

CRYSTAL AWARENESS, Bowman. Basic 
guidebook teaches to work with crys-
tals for physical and spiritual healing, 
increased energy, greater intuition, 
dream guidance and protection. 208 pgs., 
ISBN 9780875420585, $8.99 [AWARE BK]

MY CRYSTAL GUIDE: Learn How to 
Identify, Grow, and Work With Crystals 
and Discover the Amazing Things They 
Can Do, Permutt & Roscoe. A meta-
physical children’s guide to learning how 
to identify, grow and work with crystals 
and discover the amazing things they 
can do; featuring 101 crystals engag-
ingly illustrated with lots of photos and 
fun uses for a range of activities. Ages 
7+, (8 x 11”). 128 pgs., ISBN 9781800650152, 
$14.99 [MYCRYSTALGD]

COLOR YOUR LIFE WITH CRYSTALS!: 
Your First Guide to Crystals, Colors and 
Chakras, Lembo. A fun and informa-
tive introduction to gemstone healing 
for youngsters, with a focus of crystal 
qualities, the power of colors, chakras and 
positive thinking. Ages 9 and up. 112 pgs., 
ISBN 9781844096053, $16.99 [COLOR LIFE]

HIMALAYAN SALT CRYSTAL LAMPS: 
For Healing, Harmony, and Purification, 
Lefévre. Discover the mental and physical 
benefits of salt crystal lamps in this 
practical book on their use. 160 pgs., 
ISBN 9781594773099, $14.95 [HIMALAYAN]

SHUNGITE: Protection, Healing, and 
Detoxification, Marino. Discover the 
protective, healing and detoxifying proper-
ties of this remarkable mineral found near 
the village of Shun’ga in Russia. 151 pgs., 
ISBN 9781620552605, $16.95 [SHUNGITE]

CRYSTALS FOR 
HEALING: The 
Complete Reference 
Guide, Frazier. Create 
positive change through 
the power of crys-
tals. Over 200 crystal 
remedies to ignite 
healing, includes using 
crystal grids. 360 pgs., 
ISBN 9781623156756, 
$16.99 [CRYSHEAL 
FRZR]

Earth Energies & Metaphysics
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STONE MEDICINE: A Chinese Medical 
Guide to Healing with Gems and 
Minerals, Franks. Details the thera-
peutic properties of over 200 gems 
and minerals; a labor of love that 
makes Chinese gemstone medicine 
accessible to all; fully indexed with 
color inserts. Hard Cover, 544 pgs., 
ISBN 9781620555293, $60.00 [STONE MED]

CRYSTAL CLEAR: Change Your Energy, 
Heal Your Life, Alibagi. This wonderfully 
straightforward, practical and creatively 
formatted overview of crystal & gemstone 
energies combines a range of illustrations 
w/ color pictures to exemplify stone uses. 
Hardcover, 144 pgs., ISBN 9781782496571, 
$14.95 [CRYSTAL CLEAR]

THE POWER OF CRYSTALS: A Coloring 
Book of Healing Minerals, A to Z, Powell. 
A guide and coloring book that teaches 
the basics of crystal healing; covers 29 
commonly found crystals and gemstones; 
for all ages. 24 pgs., $2.99 [CRYS COLOR]

CRYSTALS FOR KARMIC HEALING: 
Transform Your Future by Releasing 
Your Past, Pearson. Resolve karmic knots 
and obstructions via crystals, grids, elixirs 
and more; foreword by Judy Hall. 275 pgs., 
ISBN 9781620556184, $24.95 [CRYS KARMIC]

CRYSTALS: The Modern Guide to Crystal 
Healing, Van Doren. From choosing 
& using, to programming charging & 
cleansing, this fresh take on crystals 
& their use will help you disconnect 
from the digital world & reconnect with 
your higher self. Hardcover, 144 pgs., 
ISBN 9781787130357, $14.99 [CRYS MODERN]

CRYSTAL ZODIAC: An Astrological 
Guide to Enhancing Your Life with 
Crystals, Huang. Learn which crystal 
or gem complements your Sun, Moon, 
Rising, Mercury, Venus and Mars place-
ments and how these planets impact 
different areas of your life; full glossary 
of terms. (7 x 8”), Hard cover, 192 pgs., 
ISBN 9780358213048, $20.00 [CRYS ZODIAC]

CRYSTAL WANDS: For Healing, Massage 
Therapy and Reflexology, Kliegel. 
Explore the healing properties for over 
70 crystal wands. Discover how the 
shape of a wand amplifies a crystal’s 
energetic effects. Provides step-by-step 
instructions for using crystal wands 
in massage, reflexology, and energy 
medicine. 192 pgs., ISBN 9781620556481, 
$19.95 [CRYSTAL WAND]

CRYSTAL GEMSTONE & MINERALS 
GUIDE, Mager. Large format, 2-sided, 
laminated/quad-fold-out that identi-
fies and pictures 70 different gemstones 
& minerals; both traditional geologic 
info as well at the metaphysical prop-
erties and uses for each mineral are 
provided. (7.8”x 10.8”) ISBN 9780738758091, 
$9.99 [CRYSGEM GUIDE]

THE CRYSTAL ALCHEMIST: A 
Comprehensive Guide to Unlocking 
the Transformative Power of Gems and 
Stones, Frazier. Everything you need to 
tap into the ancient healing and trans-
formative power of crystal alchemy; a 
simply arranged yet comprehensive guide. 
(6 x 8”) 264 pgs., ISBN 9781684032952, 
$18.95 [CRYS ALCHEMST] 

CRYSTAL HEALING FOR THE HEART: 
Gemstone Therapy for Physical, 
Emotional, and Spiritual Well-
Being, Pearson. Info-packed guide 
teaches you to stay connected to the 
wisdom and gentleness of the heart 
center with over 70 stone-centered 
lessons; reclaim emotional strength, 
wellbeing and forgiveness. 274 pgs., 
ISBN 9781620556566, $ 24.99 [CRYS HEART] 

CRYSTAL AWARENESS GUIDES, 
A.M.I. These handy, two-sided acrylic 
guides describe the healing proper-
ties of common gems and minerals 
VOLUME 1, 8 x 10”–50+ 
minerals, $9.99 [AWARE#1]

VOLUME 2. 8.5 x 13”–50 
minerals, $9.99 [AWARE#2]

POCKET GUIDE, 3.5 x 2.25” –18 
minerals, $3.95 [AWARE POCKET] 

KATRINA RAPHAELL TITLESKATRINA RAPHAELL TITLES
CRYSTAL ENLIGHTENMENT: The 
Transforming Properties of Crystals and 
Healing Stones, Vol. 1, Raphaell. Classic, 
comprehensive guide to the healing prop-
erties of crystals and gemstones. 175 pgs., 
ISBN 9780943358277, $12.50 [ENLIGHTEN]

CRYSTAL HEALING: The Therapeutic 
Application of Crystals and Stones, 
Vol. 2, Raphaell. Extends the infor-
mation in Crystal Enlightenment to 
describe master crystals, healing tech-
niques and dematerialization. 210 pgs., 
ISBN 9780943358307, $18.95 [HEALING II]

THE CRYSTALLINE TRANSMISSION: 
A Synthesis of Light, Vol. 3, Raphaell. 
The Twelve Chakra system for making 
crystalline transmission a living reality 
in daily life is explained. 291 pgs., 
ISBN 9780943358338, $19.95 [CRYSTALLINE]

CRYSTALS BEYOND 
BEGINNERS: Awaken 
Your Consciousness 
with Precious Gifts 
from the Earth, Lembo. 
Uncover amazing tech-
niques and insights to 
take your crystal work 
to the next level. 264 pgs., 
ISBN 9780738754086, 
$16.99 [CRYS BYND]
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SACRED HERB BUNDLES FOR ENERGY 
CLEANSING: Your Guide to a Powerful 
Healing Practice to Purify, Bless and 
Inspire, Fogg. Learn the ancient practice 
of energy cleansing combining natural 
elements, herbs and crystals; includes 
aromatic, purifying and healing recipes, 
plus guidance on ritual use and prac-
tice; full color photos and illustrations. 
(8 x 9”), 128 pgs., ISBN 9780738762098, 
$24.99 [HERB BUNDLES]

FIRST NATIONS CRYSTAL HEALING: 
Working with the Teachers of the 
Mineral Kingdom, Blue Eagle. With 
permission of his elders, the author 
shares the therapeutic and spiritual use 
of crystals as taught in the traditions of 
First Nations tribes; covers 38 important 
stones, and explores a range of authentic 
Native teachings. (6 x 9”), 248 pgs., 
ISBN 9781591434276, $20.00 [FIRSTNATIONS]

HERBS AND CRYSTALS DIY: Use Plant 
Medicine and Crystal Energy to Heal the 
Mind and Body, Sands. Learn to effec-
tively use over 20 crystals in combination 
with herbs to create potent combinations 
for relaxation, re-energizing and living 
a happier and healthier life. 160 pgs., 
ISBN 97816214216. $19.99 [HERB CRYS DIY]

THE SECRET LANGUAGE OF STONES: 
A Novel, Rose. Spellbinding novel 
follows a World War I Parisian jeweler, 
who creates gemstone mourning 
jewelry for the mothers, wives, and 
lovers of fallen soldiers. She gives 
voice to those lost in the war, until 
the unexpected happens...,  320 pgs., 
ISBN 9781476778105, $16.00 [SECRET LANG]

THE BOOK OF CRYSTAL GRIDS: A 
Practical Guide to Achieving Your 
Dreams, Permutt. Discover how to use 
crystal grids and harness the amplified 
energy they can manifest; explore 50 
different grids for a variety of purposes, 
from love and health to psychic aware-
ness. 160 pgs., ISBN 9781782494829, 
$19.99 [GRIDS PERMUTT]

AN INTRODUCTION TO CRYSTAL 
GRIDS: Daily Rituals for Your Heart, 
Health, and Happiness, Frazier. An 
excellent beginner’s guide that gives you 
the insight and guidance for manifesting 
through the use of sacred geometry, 
from simple layouts to the most complex 
grid configurations. (8 x 8”), 196 pgs., 
ISBN 9781646110667, $17.99 [INTRO GRIDS]

CRYSTAL GRIDS HANDBOOK: Use 
the Power of the Stones for Healing 
and Manifestation, Hall. Learn to use 
crystal grids to create, heal and mani-
fest your intentions in this complete, 
quick-reference style handbook that 
includes both basic and advanced grid 
patterns; glossary and index. (5 x 8”), 
Hardcover, 176 pgs., ISBN 9781592339877, 
$19.99 [CRYSGRIDHAND]

THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO CRYSTAL 
GRIDS: Transform Your Life Using the 
Power of Crystals and Layouts, Hall. 
Best-selling author Judy Hall outlines 
the specifics of constructing an effec-
tive grid and working with sacred 
geometry. 192 pgs., ISBN 9781592337811, 
$26.99 [ULT CRYS GRID]

CUNNINGHAM’S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 
CRYSTAL, GEM & METAL MAGIC, 
Cunningham. Reveals the secrets of 
over 100 different gems and metals, 
from what they look like to their 
magical powers. Features numerous 
tables. 240 pgs., ISBN 9780875421261, 
$17.99 [CUNNINGHAMS]

CRYSTAL GRIDS: How to Combine 
& Focus Crystal Energies to Enhance 
Your Life, Mason. Learn to use 
crystal grids to attract love, abun-
dance, health and transformation. 
Twenty-nine grids patterns; compre-
hensive instruction & illustrations 
included. 175 pgs., ISBN 9780738746883, 
$17.99 [CRYS GRIDS]

Crystal & Gemstone Healing

CRYSTAL GRID SECRETS: Learn the 
Ancient Mysticism of Sacred Geometry, 
McIntosh. Plant medicine healer author, 
Nicola McIntosh, shares her bland of 
nature wisdom and crystal knowledge 
tapping into the enhanced power of crystal 
grids; learn and master a range of grid 
techniques for a broad array of applica-
tions. (7 x 9”), 200 pgs., ISBN 9781925682076, 
$21.95 [GRID SECRETS]

CRYSTALS & LOVE: Find Your Soul 
Mate, Hall. Unlock the power of over 
100 crystals in this charming guide to 
finding your dream lover, mending a 
broken heart and manifesting amorous 
intention. (6 x 7”), Hardcover, 128 pgs., 
ISBN 9781841815169. $12.99 [CRYSLOVE]

CRYSTAL GRIDWORK: The Power of 
Crystals and Sacred Geometry to Heal, 
Protect, and Inspire, Fogg. An exquisitely 
photographed presentation of 30 crystal 
grids for a range of settings and uses; 
incorporating natural elements such as 
feathers, flowers, plants, shells & more. 
(8 x 9”), 128 pgs., ISBN 9781578636426, 
$22.95 [CRYS GRIDWORK]
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CRYSTAL GRID ORACLE DECK, 
McIntosh. This companion deck to 
Crystal Grid Secrets incorporates sacred 
geometry with amazingly complex 
and beautiful crystal grid patters and 
photos. (4 x 5.5”), 36 cards, 104 pgs., 
ISBN 9781925682601, $24.95 [GRID ORACLE]

CRYSTAL OVERSOUL CARDS: 
Attunements for Lightworkers, Eastwood. 
Awaken to your true self with these stun-
ning crystal mandala cards which help 
attune to and communicate with the ener-
gies of the ancient Crystal Oversouls. (5 x 
7”), 66 cards, 224 pgs., ISBN 9781644111765, 
$30.00 [OVERSOUL LITE]

CRYSTAL READING CARDS: The Healing 
Oracle, Charman. Uncover the healing 
wisdom, guidance and love of the mineral 
realm with this oracle deck. Each card 
features full-color mineral image and 
affirmational theme; includes guidebook. 
56 cards, 158 pgs., ISBN 9781454918493, 
$24.95 [HEALINGORACLE]

CRYSTAL & GEMSTONE DIVINATION: 
Your Guide to Reading the Energies of 
the Mineral Realm for Life Guidance, 
Health and Well-Being, Butler. Learn to 
give crystal and gemstone readings; how to 
acquire, care for, re-energize and cleanse 
your divination stones; make healing 
elixirs and how stones relate to tarot. 
Color illustrations of stone layouts and 
real life readings enhance your insights 
and hone your intuitive powers. 224 pgs. 
ISBN 9781889786421, $17.95 [DIVINATION]

CRYSTALS: The Stone Deck, 
Smart. Energize your mind, 
body and spirit with this 
simple yet powerful deck! 
Combines exceptionally vivid, 
detailed images of over 78 
stones with straightforward 
explanations of their ener-
getic properties. 78 cards, 
guidebook, ISBN 9781452173283, 
$16.95 [CRYSSTONEDECK]

ETERNAL CRYSTALS ORACLE CARDS, 
Jade-Sky. This 44 card deck combines 
vivid photos of each crystal, chakra 
correlations for each and a 64 page 
guidebook. 44 Cards, ISBN 9780738750026, 
$23.95 [ETERNALORACLE]

CRYSTAL INTENTIONS ORACLE: 
Guidance & Affirmations, Lembo. 
This oracle deck features color-coded 
affirmations and richly photographed 
gemstones to enhance and inspire 
your intentions, intuition and life. 
42 cards., 112 pgs., ISBN 9780738748979, 
$21.99 [INTENT ORACLE]

CRYSTAL SPIRITS ORACLE, Baron-
Reid. Connect to the inner qualities and 
guiding spirits of 58 different crystals 
and minerals; this deck is bursting with 
color and each card includes the proper 
crystal or mineral name for easy refer-
ence and ID. (4 x 5”), 58 cards, 264 pgs., 
ISBN 9781401952808, $32.99 [CRYS SPIRITS]

THE CRYSTAL TAROT. Philip Permutt, 
author of The Crystal Healer, reveals 
the crystal that links with every 
tarot card, illuminating its meaning; 
78 cards, 64 pgs., ISBN 9781907030574, 
$19.99 [TAROT PERMUTT]

CRYSTAL MANDALA ORACLE: Channel 
the Power of Heaven & Earth, Fairchild. 
This vibrant and colorful deck and 
guidebook features crystal mandalas 
encoded with earth frequencies and 
angel energy; each card centers upon 
an individual gemstone and angelic 
presence 54 cards, ISBN 9780738750279, 
$25.95 [CRYS MANDALA]

PRECIOUS GEMS 
ORACLE, Gadd. Created 
by beloved Imaginarium 
artist, Maxine Gadd, 
this uniquely designed 
deck puts a beautiful 
female face to each of 
40 stones represented. 
40 cards, 100 pgs. guide-
book, ISBN 9780738762166, 
$25.95 [PRECIOUS GEMS]

DAILY CRYSTAL INSPIRATION: A 
52-Card Oracle Deck for Finding 
Health, Wealth and Balance, Askinosie. 
Absolutely stunning color reproduction 
for each pictured crystal, stone or mineral 
makes this a fantastic guide; a clear and 
inspiring guidebook & deck set. (4 x 
5”), 52 cards, 80 pgs., ISBN 9781401958299, 
$21.99 [DAILYCRYSTAL]

THE CRYSTAL WISDOM HEALING 
ORACLE, Hall. Best-selling author 
Judy Hall’s crystal oracle deck. 
Includes 40 oracle cards for divina-
tion, self-understanding and healing. 
ISBN 9781780289403, $22.95 [CRYS WISDOM]

FUTHARK: A 
Handbook of Rune 
Magic, Thorsson. 
A complete book 
of rune instruc-
tion, including 
definitions of the 
24 runes. Newly 
updated edition 
with expanded 
references and new 
section on trans-
literating English 
into runes. 192 pgs., 
ISBN 9781578637003, 
$18.95 [FUTHARK]

THE ANGELS & GEMSTONE GUARDIAN 
CARDS, Lembo. This oracle deck blends 
angelic affirmations with the healing 
energy of gemstones; gemstone photos 
and messages give guidance, while 
associated card provides angelic encour-
agement. 44 cards ISBN 9781844096305, 
$16.95 [ANGELGEM CARD]

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO THE 
RUNES: Their Uses in Divination and 
Magick, Peschel. Best-selling guide-
book teaches you to use the runes 
for divination, insight and self-knowl-
edge. 182 pgs., ISBN 9780875425931, 
$8.99 [PRACT RUNES]

MASTERS, MYSTICS, SAINTS & 
GEMSTONE GUARDIAN CARDS, 
Lembo. This deck matches gemstones 
with affirming thoughts and a mystic 
saint or master teacher; each card 
also features a question for contem-
plation. 44 pgs., ISBN 9781844097180, 
$16.95 [MASTERS GUARD]

Divination

Earth Energies & Metaphysics
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WISDOM CARDS, Crutcher & Horn. 
These wonderful Wisdom Cards are like 
no other deck we’ve encountered; the 
dynamic original art is as engaging and 
endearing as your favorite pet and imag-
inatively designed with insight, humor 
and meaningful intention; both decks 
make uniquely wonderful gifts. (4.4 x 6”)

COSMIC CAT WISDOM CARDS 60 
cards, 145 pgs., ISBN 9780998897318, 
$19.99 [COSMIC CAT]

DIVINE DOG WISDOM CARDS: 63 
cards, 150 pgs., ISBN 9780998897325, 
$23.99 [DIVINE DOG]

CHILDREN’S SPIRIT ANIMAL CARDS, 
Farmer. Charmingly illustrated with 
animals from around the world and 
highlighted with inspirational messages, 
these simple, sweet cards offer chil-
dren of any age guidance on their inner 
journey. Ages 3+, (4 x 6”), 34 cards, 88 pgs.,, 
ISBN 9780983268703, $17.99 [CHILD CARDS] 

MESSAGES FROM YOUR ANIMAL 
SPIRIT GUIDES ORACLE CARDS, 
Farmer. This oracle deck contains 
messages from each of the spirit 
animals represented; includes an 
easy-to-follow guidebook; 44 cards, 
160 pgs., ISBN 9781401919863, 
$21.99 [MESSAGEANMAL]

POWER ANIMAL ORACLE CARDS: 
Practical and Powerful Guidance 
from Animal Spirit Guides, Farmer. 
Connect with your animal guides and 
learn to give readings to yourself and 
others. Includes instructional booklet. 
44 cards, 220 pgs., ISBN 9781401905422, 
$21.99 [POWER ANIMAL]

THE ANIMAL ALLIES & 
GEMSTONE GUARDIANS 
CARDS, Lembo. This 44 card 
deck pairs gemstones with 
animal allies to provide messages 
of hope, happiness & wellbeing. 
44 Cards, ISBN 9781844097418, 
$15.99 [ANIMAL ALLIES]

WILD UNKNOWN ARCHETYPES DECK 
& GUIDEBOOK, Krans. An evocative 
and lavishly illustrated deck that encour-
ages inner exploration via universal 
images from the unconscious realm; 
circular cards & innovative packaging 
complete this impressive divination 
combo. (6.5 x 6.5”), 78 cards, 224 pgs., 
ISBN 9780062871770, $39.99 [ARCHETYPES]

THE LUNAR NOMAD ORACLE: 43 
Cards to Unlock Your Creativity and 
Awaken Your Intuition, Miro. Rich with 
layers of colors, imagery and symbols 
designed to reveal deeper layers of 
awareness and perception; a wonderfully 
vibrant & unique deck and guidebook. 
160 pgs., 43 Cards, ISBN 9781578636310, 
$26.95 [LUNAR NOMAD]

EARTH MAGIC ORACLE 
CARDS, Farmer. Features 
lush imagery of the 
natural world, including 
animals, plants and 
elements embodying 
earth energies; guide-
book included. 48 cards. 
ISBN 9781401925352, 
$22.99 [EARTH MAGIC]

THE WISDOM OF THE TREES ORACLE, 
Struthers. This richly illustrated oracle 
deck blends the majestic imagery of indig-
enous trees with accompanying insights 
from the world’s spiritual traditions; 
includes fold out diagram and guidebook. 
40 cards, 80 pgs., ISBN 9781786780881, 
$19.95 [TREES ORACLE]

EARTH POWER ORACLE: An Atlas for 
the Soul, Demarco. This deck symbolizes 
power places from around the world in 
stunning artwork. Both well-known sites 
and more obscure locales are featured. 
41 cards, 128 pgs., ISBN 9780738744582, 
$25.95 [EARTH POWER]

THE DRAGON 
TAROT, Suckling. 
The mysteries of the 
tarot and the legend of 
dragons come together 
in this stunning box 
set, including a full 
tarot deck and guide-
book. 78 cards, 64 pgs., 
ISBN 9781782495857, 
$19.99 [DRAGON 
TAROT]

STARSEED ORACLE: A 53 Card Deck 
and Guidebook, Campbell. This beauti-
fully illustrated deck and guidebook uses 
energy portals, ancient sites, planets 
and star systems as visual touchstones 
for starseeds, empaths, light workers 
and mystics. Unique exterior packaging 
adds to an already stunning presen-
tation. (4 x 5”), 53 cards, 137 pgs., 
ISBN 9781788172882, $24.99 [STARSEED]

SACRED DESTINY ORACLE, Linn. 
Using lifelike images of natural beauty, 
animals and landscapes, the author 
draws on Native American themes, 
channeling the wisdom of the primor-
dial world to mirror, heal and amplify 
the user’s present-moment-destiny. (4 x 
5”), 52 cards, 109 pgs., ISBN 9781401956257, 
$22.99 [SACRD DESTINY]

ANGELS AND ANCESTORS ORACLE 
CARDS, Gray and Moses. This richly 
illustrated oracle deck crosses the 
divide between cultures to bridge the 
gap between this world and the next, 
including images, both ancient and 
modern, from Celtic, Native American, 
Aboriginal and other earth-based 
spiritualities. 55 cards, guidebook, 
ISBN 9781788170017, $21.99 [ANCESTORS]

ANGEL ANSWER ORACLE CARDS, 
Valentine. Divine straightforward answers 
from the angelic realm with this bright, 
inspired, ethereal deck and guide; beau-
tiful images capture the essence of 
each angelic energy and message. (4 x 
5”), 44 cards, 96 pgs., ISBN 9781401959241, 
$19.99 [ANGEL ANSWERS]]

THE ARCHANGELS & GEMSTONE 
GUARDIAN CARDS, Lembo. This oracle 
deck familiarizes you with 44 gemstones 
and 11 archangels. Increase awareness 

and receive guidance 
from the messages 
imparted from the 
gemstones and posi-
tive affirmations 
from the archangels. 
ISBN 9781844096909, 
$19.99 [ARCHGEM 
CARDS]
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ALCHEMICAL VISIONS TAROT, Taussig. 
Using traditional tarot symbolism as a 
jumping off point, this mind-bending deck 
and guidebook is a blend of Jungian arche-
types, depth psychology and “cut up” 
imagery; over-size cards reveal detailed, 
fractal-like layers of esoteric meaning 
and beauty. (5 x 7”), 78 cards, 192 pgs., 
ISBN 9781578636419, $49.95 [ALCHEMICAL]

VOYAGER TAROT: Intuition Cards for 
the 21st Century, Wanless. One of the first 
decks to blend traditional tarot symbology 
with cut-up, archetypal, natural and 
cosmic imagery; this popular oracle 
deck is an evolutionary leap that eter-
nally inspires. (5 x 6”), 78 cards, 117 pgs., 
ISBN 9781592333226, $27.99 [VOYAGER]

THE WILD 
UNKNOWN ANIMAL 
SPIRIT DECK & 
GUIDEBOOK, Krans. 
Inspired by the crea-
tures of the animal 
kingdom, these 
powerfully illustrated 
cards feature beings, 
real & mythical, from 
forests, streams, 
deserts, fields and 
sky. Magnetized case 
+ 208 pgs. guide-
book, 63 Cards, 
ISBN 9780062742865, 

$39.99 [WILD SPIRIT]

HOW TO USE A PENDULUM FOR 
DOWSING AND DIVINATION, Bonewitz. 
Learn to use a pendulum to answer 
questions, find lost objects, enhance 
healing and more with this illus-
trated guidebook & brass pendulum 
set; includes a fold-out color dowsing 
chart. 160 pgs., ISBN 9781578635894, 
$22.95 [HOW PENDULUM]

PENDULUM POWER MAGIC (boxed 
set), Gadini. This kit comes with every-
thing you’ll need to get you divining 
with pendulums: instruction book, 
pendulum and four-color quadrant 
charts. (English and Spanish text) 78 pgs., 
ISBN 9780738735139, $24.95 [PEN POWER]

MYTHICAL GODDESS TAROT, Holloway 
& Skaggs. This 10th Anniversary Edition 
deck is your guide to the universal, sacred 
goddess energies that guide us toward 
peace and love; full of richly evocative, 
archetypal imagery, this easy-to-use 
deck is a portal to the myths, stories, 
wisdom and insight of the divine femi-
nine. (4 x 6”), 78 cards, 135 pgs., ISBN 
9781734989823, $29.95 [MYTHICAL]

GODDESS POWER ORACLE, Baron-
Reid. Striking, elegant interpretations 
of goddesses from around the world 
are visually presented, reminding us 
to open up and reconnect to femi-
nine power and grace. (4 x 5”), 52 
cards, 126 pgs., ISBN 9781401959340, 
$22.99 [GODDESSPOWER]]

THE TAROT BIBLE: The Definitive 
Guide to the Cards and Spreads, 
Bartlett. Presents foundational inter-
pretations for each card in the Major 
and Minor Arcana, gives advice on how 
to give readings and more. 400 pgs., 
ISBN 9781402738388, $19.99 [TAROT BIBLE]

THE GOOD TAROT: A Guide to the 
Healing Power of Rhythm, Baron-
Reid. The classical tarot imagery gets 
a modern twist in this gorgeous deck, 
rooted in positive psychology and 
self-transformation; popular author 
Colette Baron –Reid has created an 
affirming guide to understanding 
self, circumstances and the eternal 
flow for good. (4 x 5.5”), 68 cards, pgs., 
ISBN 9781401949501, $24.99 [GOOD TAROT]

THE ASTROLOGY BIBLE: The 
Definitive Guide to the Zodiac, Hall. 
A guide to traditional and modern 
astrology that brings together every-
thing you need to know about the 
subject. 400 pgs., ISBN 9781402727597, 
$17.95 [ASTROLGYBIBLE]

THE WILD GODDESS ORACLE: 
Divination and Ritual for Living and 
Empowered Life, Zerner & Farber. This 
vibrantly beautiful divination deck and 
guidebook is a profound window into the 
sacred feminine; uncover and develop 
your innate intuitive insight and mystical 
awareness. (9 x 8”) guidebook (4.2 x 3.2”) 
cards, 52 cards, 144 pgs., ISBN 9780760371657, 
$30.00 [WILD GODDESS]

SEA SOUL JOURNEYS ORACLE CARDS: 
Connect with the Healing Power of the 
Ocean, Best. Explore uplifting and expan-
sive ocean qualities in this unique and 
transformative deck; each card mirrors 
the mystical sea in various forms and 
visual representations, becoming your 
wayfarer companion through life’s ever-
shifting waters. (4 x 5.5”), 48 cards, 59 pgs., 
ISBN 9781801290739, $19.95 [SEASOUL]

PENDULUM MAGIC FOR BEGINNERS: 
Tap Into Your Inner Wisdom, Webster. 
Explains how to use a pendulum 
for a wide range of purposes, from 
practical to the magical. 218 pgs., 
ISBN 9780738701929, $15.99 [PEN MAGIC]

PENDULUM POWER: A Mystery You 
Can See, a Power You Can Feel, Nielsen 
& Polansky. Learn the basics of pendulum 
use in a classic overview; includes history 
of dowsing and pendulum use, plus 
contemporary applications, from career 
guidance, to diet and self-healing 128 pgs., 
ISBN 9780892811571, $9.95 [PEN MYSTERY]

DOWSING FOR 
BEGINNERS: How to 
Find Water, Wealth, & 
Lost Objects, Webster. 
The complete how-to 
book on dowsing; 
begin by learning the 
tools of dowsing: rods, 
pendulums and wands; 
then learn how to 
dowse for anything you 
want to find. 208 pgs., 
ISBN 9781567188028, 
$14.99 [DOWSING]

PENDULUMS AND THE LIGHT: 
Communication with the Goddess, Stein. 
Learn how to attain pendulum accuracy 
and find the pendulum that works best for 
you, plus new ways to use one. 176 pgs., 
ISBN 9781580911634, $14.99 [PEN LIGHT]
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Shamanism

SHAMANIC 
JOURNEYING: A 
Beginner’s Guide, 
Ingerman. Explore 
the basics of shaman-
istic practice in 
this unique guide-
book/CD package. 
Sandra Ingerman, 
skillfully teaches 
readers to use 

the ancient practice of shamanism 
for guidance, empowerment, renewal, 
divination and healing. 90 pgs., 
ISBN 9781683648543, $15.99 [SHAMANIC]

CLEARING SPACES: Inspirational 
Techniques to Heal Your Home, 
Armand. Discover practical tech-
niques grounded in the shamanistic 
practices of purifying and clearing 
your living or working spaces. 128 pgs., 
ISBN 9781454919582, $14.95 [CLEAR SPACES]

ANIMAL SPEAK: The Spiritual & Magical 
Powers of Creatures Great & Small, 
Andrews. Learn how to identify, meet and 
attune to your spirit animals. Discover 
the power and spiritual significance of 
over 100 different animals, birds, and 
insects. 400 pgs., ISBN 9780875420288, 
$24.99 [ANIMAL SPEAK]

SHAMANISM FOR BEGINNERS: 
Walking with the World’s Healers 
of Earth and Sky, Endredy. Explore 
shamanic paths from around the globe 
and discover the tools, rituals and beliefs 
that are common to most shamanic 
traditions. 256 pgs., ISBN 9780738715629, 
$15.99 [SHAMAN BEGIN]

AWAKEN THE INNER SHAMAN: A 
Guide to the Power Path of the Heart, 
Stevens. This practical guidebook 
teaches you to develop the self within 
that is not bound by your fears, worries 
or perceived limitations; your “inner 
shaman.” 200 pgs., ISBN 9781622030934, 
$16.95 [INNER SHAMAN]

Divination

MYSTICAL SHAMAN ORACLE DECK 
AND GUIDEBOOK, Villoldo, Baron-
Reid & Lobos. Three master teacher/
healers have combined their unique 
wisdom and talent to create this beauti-
fully illustrated divination deck featuring 
sacred symbols of archetypes ancient 
and modern; guidebook and cards pack-
aged in attractive magnetized case. 
64 cards, 133 pgs., ISBN 9781401952501, 
$39.99 [MYSTIC SHAMAN]

SACRED PATH CARDS: The Discovery 
of Self Through Native Teachings, Sams. 
These oracle cards distill the essen-
tial wisdom of many tribal traditions 
and provide a powerful tool of self-
discovery, 44 cards, Hard Cover, 336 pgs., 
ISBN 9780062507624, $37.50 [SACRED PATH]

SPIRIT ANIMAL ORACLE, 
Baron-Reid. Connect with 
the archetypal/spiritual 
energy of over 68 different 
animals in this colorful, 
evocative and beautifully 
illustrated oracle deck. 
68 cards, 210 pgs. guide-
book, ISBN 9781401952792, 
$34.99 [ANIMAL ORACLE]

MOONOLOGY ORACLE CARDS, Boland. 
This very popular deck uses the moon 
in all its phases, shades and mysterious 
power and beauty to tap into Her ancient 
wisdom for healing, guidance and protec-
tion; learn to harness lunar energy 
whenever you need help finding light in 
the darkness. (4 x 5”), 44 cards, 119 pgs., 
ISBN 9781781809969, $19.99 [MOONOLOGY]

THE SHAMAN’S ORACLE, Matthews 
and Kingman. Created by a practicing 
shaman, illustrated with evocative 
images of cave paintings, this deck and 
accompanying guide will lead you on a 
journey of self discovery. Includes a fold-
out cave plan for laying out your cards, 
and instructional book. 52 cards, 88 pgs., 
ISBN 9781786780898, $26.95 [SHAMAN]

SACRED EARTH ORACLE, Salerno 
& Williams. Evocative, archetypal 
images connect you the primal ener-
gies of the earth bringing wisdom, 
wonder and insight. Includes guidebook. 
45 cards, 114 pgs., ISBN 9780738759401, 
$25.95 [SACRED EARTH]

THE FENG SHUI BIBLE, Brown. 
A visual guide to learning how to 
improve any aspect of your life 
through Feng Shui: home, relation-
ships, health and more. 400 pgs., 
ISBN 9781402729836, $17.95 [FENG BIBLE]

MEDICINE CARDS: The Discovery of 
Power Through the Ways of Animals, 
Sams & Carson. Bestselling divina-
tion deck draws upon Native American 
wisdom utilizing the healing medicine 
of animals. Includes a deck of beauti-
fully illustrated cards, plus instruc-
tion book. 52 cards, Hard cover, 256 pgs. 
ISBN 9780312204914, $29.95 [MED CARDS]

NATIVE AMERICAN 
SPIRITUALITY ORACLE 
CARDS, Tuan. Tap into 
the collective imagina-
tion of Native American 
inspired imagery and 
symbols. From divination 
to journeying between 
worlds, this oracle is sure 
to help you understand 
more about yourself and 

the nature of our world. 33 cards & 128 pgs., 
9780738747590, $19.95 [NATIVE CARDS]

SHAMANIC MEDICINE ORACLE 
CARDS, Meiklejohn-Free & Peters. 
Access the knowledge, protection 
and insight of ancient Native wisdom, 
earth-centered traditions with this 
evocative, beautifully illustrated and 
powerful deck; includes guidebook. 
50 cards, 120 pgs., ISBN 9780738758527, 
$25.95 [SHAMANICCARDS]
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POCKET GUIDE TO SPIRIT ANIMALS: 
Understanding Messages from your 
Animal Spirit Guides, Farmer. This 
user-friendly and handy pocket 
sized book is a popular introduc-
tion to animal spirit guides. 306 pgs., 
ISBN 9781401939656, $9.99 [SPIRIT ANIMAL]

ANIMAL SPIRIT WISDOM: A Pocket 
Reference to 45 Power Animals, Kansa & 
Kirchner-Young. Full-color, pictorial guide 
to spirit helpers from the animal kingdom. 
(4.5 x 6.5”), 109 pgs., ISBN 9781644111154, 
$9.99 [ANIMALSPIRWIS]

THE SMUDGING AND BLESSINGS 
BOOK: Inspirational Rituals to 
Cleanse and Heal, Alexander. Learn 
to combine smudging with techniques 
from other traditions in order to banish 
stress, attract love, turn your house 
into a soothing sanctuary and bring 
your family closer together. 96 pgs., 
ISBN 9781402766817, $12.95 [SMUDGING]

AWAKENING TO THE SPIRIT WORLD: 
The Shamanic Path of Direct Revelation, 
Ingerman & Wesselman. Six renowned 
Western shamanic elders provide in-depth 
guidance and instruction in the shamanic 
arts; includes a CD of drumming. 332 pgs., 
ISBN 9781591797500, $19.95 [SPIRIT WORLD]

SACRED SAGE: How it Heals, Walks 
Alone. This popular best-selling booklet 
describes the use of sage for physical, 
mental and spiritual healing. 32 pgs., 
ISBN 9780964022904, $7.00 [SACRED SAGE]

SACRED HERB BUNDLES FOR ENERGY 
CLEANSING: Your Guide to a Powerful 
Healing Practice to Purify, Bless, and 
Inspire, Fogg. Learn the ancient practice 
of energy cleansing combining natural 
elements, herbs and crystals; includes 
aromatic, purifying and healing recipes, 
plus guidance on ritual use and prac-
tice; exquisite images and illustrations. 
(8 x 9”), 128 pgs., ISBN 9780738762098, 
$24.99 [HERB BUNDLES]

SACRED SMOKE: The Ancient Art 
of Smudging for Modern Times, 
McCampbell. Explains the spiritual 
practice of smudging, illustrating 
this integral part of traditional Native 
American life. 128 pgs., ISBN 9781570671173, 
$11.95 [SACRED SMOKE]

Earth Energies & Metaphysics
Shamanism

THE MEDICINE BAG: Shamanic 
Rituals and Ceremonies for Personal 
Transformation, Ruiz. Drawing on the 
Toltec shamanistic tradition, the author 
explores over 25 rituals/ceremonial 
practices, from choosing/creating power 
objects, to the use of divination tools, 
the medicine wheel and power animals. 
(5 x 7”), 256 pgs., ISBN 9781938289873, 
$17.95 [MEDICINE BAG]

DON MIGUEL RUIZ’S LITTLE BOOK 
OF WISDOM: The Essential Teachings, 
Ruiz Jr. Discover the simple, yet 
profound wisdom of this highly influ-
ential shaman/mystic in an essential 
primer of his teachings compiled by his 
son, Miguel Jr., from recorded lectures, 
workshops, interviews and private 
moments between father and son. 256 pgs., 
ISBN 978-1938289606, $16.95 [RUIZ WISDOM] 

HEALING SECRETS 
OF THE NATIVE 
AMERICANS: 
Herbs, Remedies, 
and Practices that 
Restore the Body, 
Refresh the Mind, and 
Rebuild the Spirit, 
Shimers. Discover 
all-natural remedies 
and techniques of 
Native American 
origin; indexed 
using 40 different 

types of plants and herbs to heal 
dozens of everyday ailments. Hard 
cover. 208 pgs, ISBN 9781579123925, 
$15.99 [HEAL SECRETS]

HEALING WITH MEDICINAL PLANTS 
OF THE WEST, Garcia and Adams. 
Associate Professor of Pharmacology, 
James Adams, and Cecila Garcia, 
a Chumash healer, guide you in 
the use, identification and lore of 
medicinal plants for healing. 266 pgs., 
ISBN 9780976309116, $19.95 [MED PLANTS]

SECRETS OF CHAKRAS, Harding. A 
very accessible and engagingly presented 
introductory guide to the chakras 
utilizing extensive illustrations, photos, 
exercises and much more; includes 
glossary, index and guidance for further 
reading. 224 pgs., ISBN 9781782405719, 
$14.99 [SECRETS CHAK]

WHERE HEART TOUCHES MATTER: 
Chakra Coloring Book & Course, 
Margherita. A transformative guide 
to understanding, balancing and 
working with the chakras. Color-able 
sacred art images enhance the mate-
rial and gently engage the reader, along 
with insightful words and teaching. 
(9 x 7”), 158 pgs., ISBN 9781483564951, 
$19.95 [CHAKRACOLORBK]

POCKET GUIDE TO 
CHAKRAS, Gardner-
Gordon. Learn what 
chakras are, how they 
function, what causes 
them to open or close, 
and how to change 
their energy. 112 pgs., 
ISBN 9780895949493, 
$7.99 [POCKET CHAK]
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THE CHAKRAS HANDBOOK: Tap Into 
Your Body’s Energy Centers for Well-
Being, Manifestation, and Positive 
Energy, Perrakis. A condensed version 
of the best-selling The Ultimate Guide 
to Chakras, this is the essential portable 
reference for the experienced energy 
worker, as well as the perfect intro-
duction for anyone just starting out. 
(4 x 6”) 176 pgs., ISBN 9780760380635, 
$19.95 [CHAK HDBK PB ]

THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO CHAKRAS: 
The Beginner’s Guide to Balancing, 
Healing, and Unblocking Your Chakras 
for Health and Positive Energy, Perrakis. 
This larger format guide is as beauti-
fully illustrated as it is profoundly 
informing, covering the basic chakra 
system & with additional material on 
crystals, essential oils, sacred plants, 
working with goddesses & spirit 
guides. 208 pgs., ISBN 9781592338474, 
$26.99 [ULT GD CHAKRA]

THE BOOK OF CHAKRA HEALING, 
Simpson. Discover practical ways to work 
on your chakras to unblock and rebal-
ance your energy using color, crystals, 
meditation, and visualization. 144 pgs., 
ISBN 9781454904267, $17.95 [BOOK CHAKRA]

CHAKRAS BEYOND BEGINNERS: 
Awakening to the Power Within, 
Pond. Explore the many ways 
chakras can enhance the flow of 
vital energy in all aspects of your 
life. 240 pgs., ISBN 9780738748597, 
$16.99 [CHAK BYND BEG]

THE ESSENTIAL 
GUIDE TO CHAKRAS, 
Saradananda. A 
condensed, yet compre-
hensive guide to every 
aspect of working 
with your chakras—
written by a prac-
ticing swami. 288 pgs., 
ISBN 9781780280042, 
$16.95 [ESSEN CHAKRAS]

MODERN GUIDE TO CRYSTAL CHAKRA 
HEALING: Transform Your Reality 
Using Crystals, Color, Aromatherapy & 
the Power of Positive Thought, Permutt. 
Clear depictions, creative layout, easy-
to-follow descriptions and vivid photos, 
make this guide by popular author, 
Philip Permutt, a perfect exploration 
into how crystals and chakras interface 
for energetic healing. (7.5 x 9”), 160 pgs., 
ISBN 9781800651050, $19.99 [MOD CHAKRA]

CHAKRA HEALING: A Beginner’s 
Guide to Self-Healing Techniques 
That Balance Chakras, Alacantara. 
Unlock the full potential of your chakra 
system with step-by-step meditations, 
crystal work, yoga poses, essential oils 
and more. 192 pgs., ISBN 9781623158286, 
$15.99 [CHAKRAHEALING]

THE CHAKRA BIBLE, Mercier. 
Newcomers and seasoned metaphysi-
cians will appreciate this colorful 
presentation of an ancient subject. 
Filled with charts, pictures, and vivid 
explanations, this indispensable primer 
covers the subject from A to Z. 400 pgs., 
ISBN 9781402752247, $17.95 [CHAKRA BIBLE]

THE COMPLETE CHAKRA WORKSHOP: 
Your Comprehensive Chakra Experience 
in a Book, Mercier. From the author 
of The Chakra Bible comes a practical 
step-by-step learning guide. Includes 
CD with exercises and inspirational 
music. 256 pgs., ISBN 9781841814735, 
$14.99 [CHAK WORKSHOP]

THE LITTLE POCKET 
BOOK OF CRYSTAL 
CHAKRA HEALING: 
Energy Medicine 
for Mind, Body, and 
Spirit, Permutt. A 
pocket, gift-sized 
book focusing on 
100 common crys-
tals, with prac-
tical exercises 

in an easy-to understand format. 
208 pgs., ISBN 9781782493471, 
$14.95 [PKTCRYSCHAKRA]

THE LITTLE BOOK OF ENERGY 
HEALING TECHNIQUES: Simple 
Practices to Heal Body, Mind, and 
Spirit, Frazier. A simple and straight-
forward guide to the foundational 
healing energy traditions; includes 70 
practices for unblocking, re-balancing, 
focusing and expanding energy. (5 
x 7”), 198 pgs., ISBN 9781641525480, 
$13.99 [LTLENERGYHEAL]

CHAKRAS FOR BEGINNERS: A 
Guide to Balancing Your Chakra 
Energies, Pond. Learn the functions 
and balancing of your chakra energy 
centers with practical exercises and 
visualizations. 172 pgs., ISBN 9781567185379, 
$14.95 [CHAKRA BEGIN]

CHAKRA AWARENESS GUIDE, A.M.I. A 
quick reference acrylic chart for under-
standing the chakra system; includes 
detailed explanation of chakra work on the 
reverse. (8.5 x 10”) $9.99 [CHAKRA AWARE]

WHEELS OF LIFE: The Classic Guide 
to the Chakra System, Judith. Classic 
work teaches to explore and balance 
your chakras using meditation, yoga 
movements, exercises and techniques 
to gain spiritual wisdom. 480 pgs., 
ISBN 9780875423203, $22.95 [WHEELS LIFE]

CHAKRA READING CARDS, Charman. 
Bring guidance, clarity and insight 
into your life with this beautiful deck 
and guidebook; incorporates the 
seven main Chakra systems, plus the 
Soul Star and Earth Star Chakras. 
36 cards, 109 pgs., ISBN 9781925017922, 
$21.95 [CHAKRA CARDS]

CHAKRAS MADE EASY, Judith. A 
complete guide to understanding, 
working with and developing your 
own chakras for healing and transfor-
mation. 201 pgs., ISBN 9781788172509, 
$16.99 [CHAKRAS EASY]
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ESSENTIAL REIKI: A Complete Guide to 
an Ancient Healing Art, Stein. Discover 
the ancient “laying on of hands” healing 
system derived from Tibetan Buddhism; 
provides everything the healer, prac-
titioner and teacher needs. 158 pgs., 
ISBN 9780895947369, $19.99 [REIKI]

THE HEALING POWER OF THE 
SACRED WOMAN: Health, Creativity, 
and Fertility for the Soul, Page. 
Reveals the true healing nature of 
women and how to connect with this 
potent and creative energy of Mother 
Earth. 384 pgs., ISBN 9781591431442, 
$20.00 [SACRED WOMAN]

THE WOMEN’S BOOK OF HEALING: 
Auras, Chakras, Laying on of Hands, 
Crystals, Gemstones and Colors, Stein. 
Comprehensive guide explains the 
healing techniques women can use to 
heal themselves and others. Healing 
principles are introduced with exten-
sive sections on gemstone healing and 
gemstones as spiritual tools. 313 pgs., 
ISBN 9781580911566, $16.99 [WOMEN HEAL]

CRYSTAL REIKI HEALING: The 
Powerhouse Therapy for Mind, Body 
and Spirit, Permutt. Over 100 crystals 
arranged by color, with clear photos 
and descriptions, allow practitioners 
to instantly ID each stone’s Reiki 
associations and healing properties. 
(8 x 9”), 160 pgs., ISBN 9781782498575, 
$16.95 [CRYSREIKIHEAL]

CRYSTAL REIKI: A Handbook 
for Healing Mind, Body & Soul, 
Mitchell. “Rock Whisperer,” Krista 
Mitchell, provides all you need to 
know to combine crystal healing 
techniques with your Reiki healing 
sessions. 214 pgs., ISBN 9781454930259, 
$16.95 [CRYSTAL REIKI]

REIKI WITH GEMSTONES: Activating 
Your Self-Healing Powers Connecting 
the Universal Life Force Energy 
with Gemstone Therapy, Klinger-
Omenka. Learn to connect reiki with 
gemstone healing energies. 128 pgs., 
ISBN 9780914955290, $12.95 [REIKI GEMS]

THE REIKI BIBLE: 
The Definitive Guide 
to Healing with 
Energy, McKenzie. 
Discover the healing 
and spiritual power 
of Reiki with this 
conveniently sized, 
beautifully illus-
trated book. 400 pgs., 
ISBN 9781402770036, 
$19.99 [REIKI BIBLE]

THE SUBTLE BODY: An Encyclopedia 
of Your Energetic Anatomy, Dale. 
Comprehensive guide to human energy 
systems; includes chakras, auric 
fields, gems & minerals, color and 
sound, acupuncture meridians, sacred 
geometry, Reiki, Ayurveda and more. 
Essential reference for practitioner-
healers and those wishing a deeper 
knowledge of energy medicine. 487 pgs., 
ISBN 9781591796718, $44.99 [SUBTLE BODY]

VIBRATIONAL SOUND HEALING: 
Health at Your Fingertips, Kunz. In 
this practical and accessible guide, the 
author explains the therapeutic and 
healing impact of sound, frequency 
and vibration on the body, mind and 
spirit, from tuning forks, gongs, singing 
bowls, drumming, chants, angelic 
vibrations and more. (5 x 8”), 162 pgs., 
ISBN 9781644111611, $14.99 [VIBRATION]

GIFTS OF MOTHER EARTH: Earth 
Energies, Vortexes, 
Lines, and Grids, 
Van Etten. Gain 
insight into earth 
energies, including 
body meridians and 
chakras, crystalline 
grids, morphoge-
netic fields and their 
interaction with 
human conscious-
ness. 236 pgs., 
ISBN 9781891824869, 
$16.95 [MOTHER 
EARTH]

= New or Added Titles

LITTLE BIT OF… SERIES. These bite-sized, hard cover guides are exceptional values, written by popular authors on 
trendy topics; they fit in a pocket or purse and make wonderful gifts. (5 x 7”), Hardcover, 128 pgs., $9.95 each

A LITTLE BIT OF ANGELS: An Introduction to Spirit Guidance, Clayton. ISBN 9781454928713 [BIT ANGELS]

A LITTLE BIT OF ASTROLOGY: An Introduction to the Zodiac, Bedell. ISBN 9781454932239 [BIT ASTROLOGY]

A LITTLE BIT OF CHAKRAS: An Introduction to Energy Healing, Leigh & Mercree. ISBN 9781454919681 [BIT CHAKRAS]

A LITTLE BIT OF CRYSTALS: An Introduction to Crystal Healing, Eason. ISBN 9781454913030 [BIT CRYSTALS]

A LITTLE BIT OF MEDITATION: An Introduction to Focus, Mercree. ISBN 9781454926894 [BIT MED]

A LITTLE BIT OF PENDULUMS: An Introduction to Pendulum Divination, Bryant. ISBN 9781454933885 [BIT PENDULUMS]

A LITTLE BIT OF SHAMANISM: An Introduction to Shamanic Journeying, Campos. ISBN 9781454933755 [BIT SHAMANISM]
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COLOR YOURSELF TO CALMNESS: 
And Reduce Stress With Your Animal 
Spirits, Coccia. Features 100 beautiful 
illustrations of the animal kingdom, 
color in to escape into a world of 
creativity, inner peace, and calm. 96 pgs., 
ISBN 9781800652705, $14.95 [COLOR CALM]

COLOR YOURSELF TO 
CALMNESS POSTCARD 
BOOK: 20 Animal 
Images to Color in for 
Inner Peace, Coccia. 
Reduce stress with these 
animal motifs, perforated 
pages allow you to send 
a postcard to friends or 
display yourself. 20 pgs., 
ISBN 978178493525, $9.95 
[COLOR CALM SM]

THE WISDOM OF DONKEYS: Finding 
Tranquility in a Chaotic World, 
Merrifield. Wandering through the 
countryside with classic literature and 
a donkey for a companion, the author 
discovers the donkey’s gentle wisdom 
as he learns to slow down and experi-
ence the enlightenment all around 
him. 256 pgs., ISBN 9780802719928, 
$18.00 [WISDOM DONKEY]

THE PHILOSOPHY 
BIBLE: The Definitive 
Guide to the Last 
3,000 Years of 
Thought, Cohen. 
Comprehensive 
guide that covers 
the main schools 
of thought from 
Ancient China and 
Greece to those most 
widely studied–Hegel, 

Marx, Descartes, Kant, Kierkegaard and 
Wittgenstein 400 pgs., ISBN 9781770858053, 
$19.95 [PHILOSOPHY]

DREAMER’S DICTIONARY: From A–Z... 
3000 Magical Mirrors to Reveal the 
Meaning of Your Dreams, Robinson & 
Gorbett. A classic dream interpreta-
tion guide and reference; comprehensive 
compendium of over 3000 dream symbols 
arranged alphabetically. (4 x 7”), 382 pgs., 
ISBN 9780446342964, $8.99 [DREAMAZ]

THE DREAM BIBLE: The Definitive 
Guide to Over 300 Dream Symbols, 
Mallon. A comprehensive guide to the 
universal symbols and themes that 
appear in our dreams. Beautifully illus-
trated. 400 pgs., ISBN 9781454933922, 
$17.95 [DREAM BIBLE]

THE HIDDEN MESSAGES IN WATER, 
Emoto. Classic work introduces the 
work of scientist Masaru Emoto, whose 
work reveals that molecules of water 
are affected by our thoughts, words and 
feelings. 157 pgs., ISBN 9780743289801, 
$17.95 [HIDDENMESSAGE]

MATH FOR MYSTICS: From the 
Fibonacci Sequence to Luna’s Labyrinth 
to the Golden Section and Other 
Secrets of Sacred Geometry, Shesso. 
An engaging overview of the occult 
lore of numbers past and present, 
from Magical Squares to The DaVinci 
Code. 196 pgs., ISBN 9781578633838, 
$16.95 [MATH MYSTICS]

THE CAT ON THE MAT, Worth. 
Learn all about mindfulness from 
your favorite Dr. Seuss character; this 
is a great introduction to meditation 
that’s as fun for adults as it is children. 
Ages 4-8, Hard cover, (7 x 9”), 43 pgs., 
ISBN 9780593379356, $9.99 [CAT MAT]

THE MEDITATION BIBLE, Gauding. 
The Definitive Guide to Meditations 
for Every Purpose. Learn simple, 
effective meditation techniques 
for enhancing your life. 400 pgs., 
ISBN 9781402728433, $17.99 [MEDITATION]

THE AROMATHERAPY BIBLE: The 
Definitive Guide to Using Essential Oils, 
Farrer-Halls. Use essential oils for beauty, 
health and wellbeing in this compre-
hensive illustrated reference. Directory 
of essential oils gives the properties 
and applications of 75 oils. 400 pgs., 
ISBN 9781402730061, $19.99 [AROMA BIBLE]

THE YOGA BIBLE: The Definitive Guide 
to Yoga Postures, Brown. A comprehen-
sive visual guide to yoga featuring over 
170 postures from the main schools of 
yoga. 400 pgs., ISBN 9781582972428, $21.99
[YOGA BIBLE]

CUNNINGHAM’S 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 
MAGICAL HERBS, 
Cunningham. Easy-
to-use guidebook 
contains the folk-
lore and magical 
properties of over 
400 herbs; cross-
reference of folk 
names, glossary, and 
annotated bibli-
ography. 336 pgs., 
ISBN 9780875421223, 
$18.99 [MAGIC 
HERBS]

Conscious Living

= New or Added Titles
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THE COMPLETE METALSMITH, 
McCreight. A best-selling work-
shop manual. Abundantly illus-
trated. Spiral bound, 200 pgs.,
ISBN 9780871922403, $24.95 [COMPLETE]

THE COMPLETE METALSMITH: Student
Edition, McCreight. This edition is perfect 
for hobbyists, students, and others who
are just getting started in metalworking. 
It tells all they need to know, without
getting bogged down in details. Full color, 
durable, and practical. Hard cover, 160 pgs.,
ISBN 9781929565061, $30.00 [COMPLETE ST]

Angels & Elementals

ANGELIC ORIGINS OF THE SOUL: 
Discovering Your Divine Purpose, 
McCannon. Discover the Soul’s angelic 
origins, the nine orders of angels and 
the multidimensional landscapes of 
heaven; this unique and extensively 
researched book is a blend of prac-
tical psychology, esoteric wisdom and 
easy-to-use processes that can change 
your life. 500 pgs., ISBN 9781591432715, 
$24.00 [ANGELICORIGIN]

THE AFTERLIFE BIBLE: The Definitive 
Guide to Otherworldly Experience, 
Barlett. Explore cross cultural views 
of the soul’s continuation, from para-
psychological research and scien-
tific studies to myths and religions; 
comprehensively illustrated. 400 pgs., 
ISBN 9781770853027, $19.95 [AFTERLIFE]

THE ANGEL BIBLE: The Definitive Guide 
to Angel Wisdom, Raven. Comprehensive, 
illustrated reference guide is filled 
with angel lore. Learn to work with 
angels and discover their connection 
to crystal energy, astrology, kabbalah, 
chakras, essential oils and more. 400 pgs., 
ISBN 9781402741906, $19.99 [ANGEL BIBLE]

THE FAIRY BIBLE: The Definitive Guide 
to the World of Fairies, Moorey. Find 
out what fairies wear, eat and drink and 
what music they play, plus how to invite 
these beings into your life. 400 pgs., 
ISBN 9781402745485, $17.95 [FAIRY BIBLE]

THE MYTHICAL 
CREATURES BIBLE: 
The Definitive Guide 
to Legendary Beings, 
Rosen. Discover 
250 extraordinary 
beings in this beau-
tifully illustrated 
book. 400 pgs., 
ISBN 9781402765360, 
$17.95 [MYTH BIBLE]

CRYSTAL MASTERS 333: Initiation 
with the Divine Power of Heaven & 
Earth, Fairchild. Combines the natural 
healing properties of each crystal 
and its ‘crystal angel’ or ‘spirit’ with 
wisdom teachings from the Ascended 
Masters. 384 pgs., ISBN 9780738744605, 
$28.95 [CRYS MASTERS]

CRYSTAL ANGELS 444: Healing with 
the Divine Power of Heaven & Earth, 
Fairchild. A unique approach to crystal 
healing combining the energies of each 
stone with its specific angelic messenger; 
each chapter focuses in depth on 18 
different crystal/angel energy combi-
nations. 368 pgs., ISBN 9780738743189, 
$28.95 [CRYSANGELS444]

CRYSTAL 
GODDESSES 888: 
Manifesting with 
the Divine Power 
of Heaven & Earth, 
Fairchild. Connect 
to the divine 
feminine and 
learn to manifest 
through the power 
of mother earth’s 
most beautiful 
gifts of nature: 
crystals and 
gemstones. 452 pgs., 

ISBN 9780738747705, $28.95 [CRYSTAL 888]

GODDESSES COLORING BOOK, Noble. 
Traditional goddesses of ancient cultures 
take on a New Age aspect in 30 original 
drawings. 32 pgs., ISBN 9780486480282, 
$3.99 [GODDESS COLOR] Jewelry Crafts

Earth Energies & Metaphysics

WIRE-WRAPPED JEWELRY
TECHNIQUES: Tools and Inspiration, 
Irish. This popular, contemporary 
guide to wire wrapping is an up-to-date 
and will appeal to beginners as well 
as more advanced designers; 30 tech-
niques are illustrated and explained, 
covering a wide range of styles and
projects, with detailed instructions 
and step-by-step photo instructions. 
(7 x 9”), 176 pgs., ISBN 9781565239555, 
$18.99 [WIRE WRAPPED]

THE ART OF STAMPING, Cheminée. 
Although a universal technique the world 
over, metal stamping has particular reso-
nance and use with Native Americans and
in the American Southwest. This master-
work on the subject provides indispensable 
information and guidance on step-by-
step metal stamping techniques, tools, 
stamp making as well as artist profiles as 
diverse as they are inspiring. (8 x 10.25”), 
Hardcover, 262 pgs., ISBN 9781929565825, 
$40.00 [ART STAMPING]


